A systematic programme of calibration observations was carried out to monitor the performance of the SPIRE FTS instrument on board the Herschel Space Observatory. Observations of planets (including the prime point-source calibrator, Uranus), asteroids, line sources, dark sky, and cross-calibration sources were made in order to monitor repeatability and sensitivity, and to improve FTS calibration. We present a complete analysis of the full set of calibration observations and use them to assess the performance of the FTS. Particular care is taken to understand and separate out the effect of pointing uncertainties, including the position of the internal beam steering mirror for sparse observations in the early part of the mission. The repeatability of spectral line centre positions is <5 km s −1 , for lines with signal-to-noise ratios >40, corresponding to <0.5-2.0% of a resolution element. For spectral line flux, the repeatability is better than 6%, which improves to 1-2% for spectra corrected for pointing offsets. The continuum repeatability is 4.4% for the SLW band and 13.6% for the SSW band, which reduces to ∼1% once the data have been corrected for pointing offsets. Observations of dark sky were used to assess the sensitivity and the systematic offset in the continuum, both of which were found to be consistent across the FTS detector arrays. The average point-source calibrated sensitivity for the centre detectors is 0.20 and 0.21 Jy [1 σ; 1 hour], for SLW and SSW. The average continuum offset is 0.40 Jy for the SLW band and 0.28 Jy for the SSW band.
INTRODUCTION
The ESA Herschel Space Observatory (Herschel; Pilbratt et al. 2010) conducted observations of the far infrared and sub-millimetre (submm) sky from an orbit around the SunEarth L2 Lagrangian point, over a period of four years (May 2009 -April 2013 . After a six-month period of commissioning and performance demonstration, Herschel entered its routine operation phase, during which science observations were made, with a small proportion of the observing time devoted to a systematic programme of calibration observations. The Spectral and Photometric Imaging REceiver (SPIRE; Griffin et al. 2010 ) was one of three focal plane instruments on board Herschel, and consisted of an imaging photometric camera and an imaging Fourier Transform Spectrometer (FTS). The FTS provided simultaneous frequency coverage across a wide band in the submm with two bolometer arrays: SLW (447-990 GHz) and SSW (958-1546 GHz) . The bolometric detectors (Turner et al. 2001) operated at ∼300 mK with feedhorn focal plane optics, giving sparse spatial sampling over an extended field of view (Dohlen et al. 2000) . The basic calibration scheme and the calibration accuracy for the FTS is described by Swinyard et al. (2014) .
This paper details the programme of systematic calibration observations designed to monitor the SPIRE/FTS performance and consistency during the entire Herschel mission, and to allow end-to-end performance and calibration to be improved. Care is taken to understand and separate out the effect from pointing uncertainties, which includes the position of the internal beam steering mirror for sparse observations in the early part of the mission.
All FTS spectra are presented as a function of frequency, in GHz, in the local standard of rest (LSR) reference frame. The designations of the two central detectors for the SSW and SLW arrays are SSWD4 and SLWC3 respectively.
In Section 2 the FTS calibration sources are introduced. Section 3 details the data reduction procedures that were applied beyond the standard pipeline. Section 4 investigates spectral line fitting of FTS data and the repeatability of observations of line sources. The continuum spectra of the line sources are considered in Section 5. Comparisons to planet and asteroid models are made in Section 6, and with SPIRE photometer observations in Section 7. The importance of an extensive set of FTS observations of the SPIRE dark sky field is discussed in Section 8, which are used to assess the FTS sensitivity and uncertainty on the continuum for all detectors. The findings are summarised in Section 9. Tables summarising the FTS observations used are provided in Appendix B.
FTS ROUTINE-PHASE CALIBRATORS

Overview
The primary calibrators for the SPIRE FTS are the planet Uranus for point sources, and for extended sources the Herschel telescope itself, observed against a region of dark sky. See Swinyard et al. (2014) for more details on the calibration. In addition, a set of secondary calibrators was selected in order to monitor the spectral line calibration and line shape, the continuum calibration and shape, the frequency calibration, measure the spectral resolution and determine the instrument stability by assessing repeatability and trends with time. These calibration sources include a range of point-like targets, extended sources, planets and asteroids. The secondary calibrators were regularly observed during the Herschel mission, with targets chosen so that at least one calibrator in each category was visible on each FTS observing day, ensuring coverage of all instrument modes (i.e. sparse and mapping observations, and nominal and bright source modes). In order to create a more complete set of data for cross-calibration with PACS and HIFI, further sources were added during the mission for regular monitoring. Tables detailing the FTS observations for each source can be found in Appendix B. A summary of the FTS calibration sources with the number of times that they were observed is provided in Table 1 . The mapping mode calibration observations of the Orion Bar are not included, as these have already been discussed by Benielli et al. (2014) .
All of the calibration sources were most commonly observed with 4 repetitions for both high resolution (HR) and low resolution (LR) modes, bar Hebe, Pallas, Juno and Saturn. Each repetition is two scans of the Spectrometer Mechanism, one forward and one reverse. The integration time for each scan is 66.6 seconds for HR and 6.4 seconds for LR. The number of repetitions per observation are provided in the individual tables (B1-B20) listing the repeated observations for each calibration source. For each of the sources included in Table 1 , the total integration time for all HR and all LR observations are provided in the final two columns. 11.5% of the total FTS observing time was dedicated to sparse and mapping calibration observations, which translates to 254.5 hours on sparse and 15 hours on mapping, and includes observations of dark sky.
Operating modes
The spectral resolution of FTS observations was determined by the scan distance of the Spectrometer Mechanism (SMEC) mirror (SPIRE Handbook 2014) . Initial observations of all the calibration targets were made using a dedicated calibration resolution (CR) setting, which involved scanning the SMEC over its entire range. Initially it was expected that both HR and LR spectra could be extracted from CR, by using a subset of the mirror travel distance. However, it was found that observing in HR and LR separately provided more consistent results, and so from Herschel operational day (OD) 1079 onwards all calibration observations were made in either HR or LR. In this paper all CR observations are processed as HR.
An additional medium resolution (MR) mode was available at the start of the mission, but not extensively used and never fully calibrated. Any MR observation is now processed as LR for the archive. The optical path difference (OPD) range and corresponding spectral resolution are given in table 2.
SPIRE dark field
To provide regular measurements of the Herschel telescope itself, which must be precisely removed from all observations, a dark region of sky centred on RA:17h40m12s and Table 1 . Summary of the FTS routine-phase calibrators. The numbers of observations for sparse high resolution (HR), sparse low resolution (LR), mapping (Map) and other special calibration observations are given in the final column. RA and Dec are J2000. For a simple brightness comparison the 250µm SPIRE photometer values are given in the S PSW column. For the line sources and stars, these values are simply the average peak value of the respective point-source-calibrated maps, used in Section 7 and detailed in Table D1 . The range given for each asteroid is the minimum to maximum photometry from Lim et al. (in preparation) . For the planets, the minimum and maximum of the peaks are given for all the small and large photometer maps available, which showed no processing issues. 25 maps of Uranus were used and 52 maps of Neptune. The number of Spectrometer observations taken are given in the four "Number of observations" columns, where "Map" is the total of intermediate and fully sampled, and SC are special calibration observations, i.e. non-standard configurations. The final two columns provide the total integration time in hours for the HR and LR observations per source. Dec:+69d00m00s (J2000) was selected to be the prime dark field for SPIRE. The selection process required the region to be of low cirrus, with no SPIRE-bright sources and to be visible at all times. The North Ecliptic Pole has low dust emission and satisfied the visibility criteria. During the performance verification period, test photometer mapping observations of the chosen region confirmed its suitability. As shown in Fig. 1 , there is a 40 mJy (at 250 µm) source towards the edge of the FTS footprint, but stacking all sparse dark sky observations taken during the mission gives no obvious detection. The stacking results are briefly discussed in Section 8, but are beyond the scope of this paper and will be presented in full in a future publication.
Number of observations
Line sources
AFGL2688, AFGL4106, CRL618 and NGC7027 are four spectral-line rich sources, chosen to provide continuous visibility coverage throughout the mission. They are all planetary nebulae and post-AGB stars, which matched the necessary criteria well, i.e. they are relatively bright and point-like within the SPIRE beam, with strong CO lines (e.g. Wesson et al. 2010 Wesson et al. , 2011 ) and a wealth of ancillary observations. CRL618 and AFGL2688 are two commonly used secondary calibrators at the JCMT (Jenness et al. 2002) and AFGL2688 was used as a secondary calibrator for BLAST, a Figure 1 . Example sparse FTS footprint overlaid on a photometer short wavelength (PSW; 250 µm) map of the SPIRE dark sky region. Several faint sources are evident, but all are < 40 mJy, except for the peak located near to SSWE6. As the FTS footprint rotates depending on the date, the relative position of this 40 mJy peak changes over the Herschel mission, but is always below the FTS detection limit, as discussed in section 8.
balloon experiment with an instrument based on the design of SPIRE (Pascale et al. 2008 ). An image of the FTS detector array over a corresponding SPIRE photometer short wavelength (PSW; 250 µm) map is shown for CRL618 and AFGL4106 in Fig. 2 and example spectra of all four of these sources in Fig. 3 . Note that the beam size varies between 31-42 across SLW and 16-20 across SSW (see Makiwa et al. 2013) . Many other spectral lines have been identified in FTS observations of AFGL2688, CRL618 and NGC7027. These line sources are summarised in the following sections and Table 1, with all associated observations detailed in the tables in Appendix B.
AFGL2688
AFGL2688 is a very young proto-planetary nebula, with several main components: a hot fast wind extending up to 0.3 from the central star; intermediate layers, where the fast wind meets the envelope, out to 3 ; a medium velocity wind up to 15 ; and the AGB circumstellar remnant which extends to 25 (Herpin et al. 2002) . The higher-J CO lines originate from the hotter layers towards the centre of the nebula. The source size, as measured at 450 and 850 µm at the JCMT, is ∼5 (Jenness et al. 2002) . The SPIRE observations appear to be picking up continuum emission from the central region, as the spectrum appears point-like, i.e. no step is observed between the two bands, where the beam size changes, therefore there is no extension, e.g. see Wu et al. (2013) . There were four observations with significantly lower flux in SSW, which is assigned to pointing offset. Three of these observations were offset because of an error in the commanded coordinates used. Example point-source-calibrated spectra for the FTS line sources. Two sources show a discontinuity between the frequency bands. For AFGL4106 this is due to the point-like source sitting in an extended background, whereas for NGC6302 the difference is due to its partially extended morphology. If uncorrected, the latter issue can significantly affect spectral line flux measurements.
CRL618
CRL618 (or AFGL618) is a very young proto-planetary nebula that initiated its post-AGB phase about 100 years ago (Kwok & Bignell 1984) . It contains a compact HII region around the star of 0.4 × 0.1 (Kwok & Bignell 1984) , a high velocity outflow to ±2.5 , a slow axial component at ±6 and a roughly circular outer halo (Sánchez Contreras et al. 2004) . The halo component contributes to the core part of the line profile and is more important for low-J CO lines. The high-velocity outflow contributes to a much broader line component, which is more important for higher energy CO transitions (Soria-Ruiz et al. 2013 ) and manifests itself in the SPIRE spectrum as a clear line broadening towards higher frequencies in the SSW band, where the CO lines become partially resolved.
The continuum observed in the SPIRE spectrum appears point-like and is therefore likely to originate from the compact core. CRL618 is also known to be unresolved by the JCMT at 450 and 850 µm, out to a 20 radius (Jenness et al. 2002) . The CO lines likely have differing contributions, with more extended emission contributing to the lower-J lines.
NGC7027
NGC7027 is a young planetary nebula (e.g. Volk & Kwok 1997 ) and consists of a central HII region with a bipolar outflow covering a region ∼15 in diameter (e.g. Deguchi et al. 1992; Huang et al. 2010) , surrounded by a more extended CO envelope that is approximately 35 in diameter Figure 2 . Example FTS footprints for three of the repeated calibration sources, overlaid on Herschel SPIRE short wavelength photometer maps. CRL618 is a point-like source. AFGL4106 is a point-like source embedded in an extended background of Galactic cirrus and NGC6302 is a semi-extended source. A single FTS observation is used for each plot, but the footprint will be rotated for observations of the same source taken at different times in the mission.
(e.g. Phillips et al. 1991) , with J=1-0 measurements showing this extends out to ∼60 diameter (Fong et al. 2006 ). Higher energy levels of CO are populated at smaller radii towards the central hot region (Jaminet et al. 1991; Herpin et al. 2002) . The continuum emission as observed by the SPIRE photometer and spectrometer can be explained by a diameter of ∼15 . Despite the slightly extended nature of the source, the SPIRE FTS observations show high signalto-noise (> 200) CO lines, with the least blending of the four main line sources.
AFGL4106
AFGL4106 is fainter and has fewer previous observations than the other three sources, but was added to the programme to fill a gap in coverage, and ensure at least one calibration source was available on every SPIRE FTS observing day. It is an evolved massive star surrounded by a dust shell in the post-red supergiant phase, and known to be part of a binary system . It has ongoing mass-loss, and is surrounded by a bow shaped emission complex that extends to 5-10 from the star (Van Loon et al. 1999 ). In the mid-infrared, the dust distribution is clumpy with a size of 3.4 × 3.3 (Lagadec et al. 2011) .
Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS; Neugebauer et al. 1984 ) 100 µm observations (Miville-Deschênes & Lagache 2005) show this source to be embedded in a region of Galactic cirrus, which is evident in the SPIRE photometer data (see Fig. 2 ). Once this extended emission is subtracted from the spectra on the centre detectors, the source appears point-like, i.e. the remaining continuum emission is coming from the central part of the shell, as seen with the aforementioned mid-infrared observations.
Planets and asteroids
The planet Uranus is used as the primary point-source calibrator for the FTS. See Swinyard et al. (2014) for details of the observations and model used. It was observed regularly during the mission, including observations centred on different detectors. These observations are summarised in Table B10 and an example spectrum is shown in Fig. 5 .
The planet Neptune is used as the primary flux calibrator for the SPIRE photometer (Bendo et al. 2013 ) and was also regularly observed with the FTS. The model used for Neptune is described in Swinyard et al. (2014) . FTS observations of Neptune are summarised in Table B11 and an example spectrum is shown in Fig. 5 .
Two additional planets, Mars and Saturn, were observed in order to monitor the calibration in bright-source mode (see Lu et al. 2014) .
A number of asteroids were also included for regular observation, as these cover a fainter flux range than both the planets and the four main line sources, thus allowing the fainter end of the FTS capabilities to be monitored. Asteroids have been successfully used as secondary calibrators on previous missions, for example ISOPHOT (Schulz et al. 2002) , AKARI (Kawada et al. 2007 ) and Spitzer-MIPS (Stansberry et al. 2007) . In order to compare observations on different days, the thermophysical models of Müller et al. (2013) ; Müller & Lagerros (2002) were used. The asteroids observed (with number of HR/LR observations given in brackets) were: Ceres (13/7), Pallas (8/5), Vesta (13/5), Hebe (3/2), Hygiea (8/5), and Juno (3/0). Example HR spectra for each of these asteroids are shown in Fig. 4 . In addition, there were some MR observations made early in the mission for the following asteroids: Cybele (1), Europa (2), Hygiea (1), Juno (2) and Thisbe (1), which are processed as LR and therefore the number of MR observations (given in the brackets) are included in the total LR observations for these sources in Table 1 .
Cross calibration targets
A number of additional spectral line rich targets were added to the calibration programme to allow comparison with HIFI and PACS observations. These were: NGC6302 (9HR/5LR), see Fig. 2 , CW Leo (9HR/3LR), R Dor (4HR/2LR), and VY CMa (8HR/5LR). Several other late additions to the programme were only measured once or twice: Omi Cet (2HR), W Hya (1HR), and IK Tau (1HR). These observations are summarised by Table B9 , and their comparison with HIFI and PACS will be detailed in Puga et al. (in preparation) .
DATA PROCESSING
All FTS data presented were reduced with the standard Herschel Interactive Processing Environment (HIPE; Ott 2010) pipeline (Fulton et al. in preparation) , or standard pipeline tasks where required, with HIPE version 13 and spire cal 13 1 calibration tree used for the main results presented. There can be a number of considerations for FTS data on top of a standard reduction, and some of these are explored in this section.
Pointing considerations
As discussed in Swinyard et al. (2014) , the accuracy of the Herschel pointing is one of the largest sources of uncertainty on line flux measurements and point-source continuum for the SSW array. The SLW array is less affected by pointing, due to its larger beam size. The Herschel absolute pointing error (APE) is the offset of the actual telescope pointing from the commanded position. Due to several improvements in the satellite pointing system (see Sánchez-Portal et al. 2014 for more details), the initial APE of 2 (68% confidence interval) was improved to ∼ 1 for observations in the second half of the mission (after OD 866, 27 September 2011) . Once at the commanded position, the telescope stability, i.e. the Relative Pointing Error (RPE), was within 0.3 , which has a negligible effect compared to the other sources of uncertainty associated with FTS data.
In addition to the APE, another source of complications for FTS pointing comes from the fact that the Beam Steering Mirror (BSM) rest position for sparse-sampled observations was not at the nominal rest position before OD 1011 (18 February 2012) . In the remainder of this sub-section we discuss this 1.7 shift in the BSM rest position, its impact of on FTS data, and how to account and correct for systematic pointing offset.
BSM position
The 1.7 difference in BSM position divides FTS sparse observations into two mission epochs -observations taken "Before" OD 1011 and those taken on or "After" this OD. This division into two epochs is not necessary for intermediate and fully sampled observations, as these were always observed with the BSM at its nominal rest position.
It is important to note that the 1.7 BSM shift is automatically taken into account in the point-source calibration, as the primary calibrator was also measured in the shifted position during the Before epoch.
To examine the impact of having two BSM position epochs for FTS data, the difference between the RA and Dec coordinates of SSWD4 for the actual sky position and the nominal target coordinates were used. The results for several FTS calibration sources, which exhibit no significant intrinsic variability (as discussed in Sections 5 and 4.2.1), are shown in Fig. 6 , along with the fitted continua (see Section 5 for details on how these fits were obtained). In this figure Before and After observations are compared. Before observations also subdivided to illustrate the yearly rotation seen by the instrument, which leads to some grouping of the continua level as the shift is systematic and in a fixed direction in the instrument coordinate system. All After observations cluster around the nominal target RA and Dec (as expected) and the corresponding continua have a lower spread. The spread relative to the mean continuum level at the high frequency end of the SSW band is shown in the bottom right panel of Fig. 6 . The average spread is 6.2% for Before spectra and 3.8% for After. Dark sky positions Figure 6 . Difference between the nominated sky position for SSWD4 and the best estimate of actual sky position, along with the respective continuum levels, are plotted for several of the FTS calibration targets. On the left plot of each pair a star marks zero, green diamonds show the δ RA and Dec for After observations and red circles and blue triangles represent the Before observations. The dashed circle has a radius of 1.7 and shows where the Before coordinates would lie if the pointing had been perfect. The red and blue division for Before observations is arbitrary to highlight the yearly rotation of the instrument. The corresponding SSW continuum shown follow the same colour scheme for Before and After. Dark sky are shown to the bottom left, but all points are coloured black or grey, due to the more complete rotational coverage. The smoothed spectra are compared for the darks as there is no continuum, with Before spectra all plotted in black. The bottom right plot shows the spread relative to the mean continuum level at the end of the SSWD4 detector. The scatter of the darks is symmetric around zero flux density, which shows the dark observations are not affected by pointing offset.
also show a higher scatter of δ RA and δ Dec for the Before epoch, although there is no dependency on pointing for the corresponding spectra.
Pointing offset
If there are a statistically significant number of observations available of the same source, it is possible to correct the data for pointing offset following the method detailed in Valtchanov et al. (2014) . In this paper we have used a modification of the Valtchanov et al. (2014) method, in order to properly derive the relative pointing offsets for sources that are partially extended within the beam, using the methodology described in Wu et al. (2013) .
Pointing needs to be dealt with differently for observations taken Before the BSM change and for those taken After. To account for the systematic BSM shift, the Before observations are corrected back to the 1.7 rest position when applying offsets calculated using the Valtchanov et al. (2014) relative pointing method, rather than the zero-zero position.
In this paper, we obtain offsets for the FTS calibrators sources that were observed a total of eight or more times in high or low resolution modes. The corrections are given in the observation summary tables presented in Appendix B.
AFGL2688 is particularly sensitive to pointing offset, as although compact, the core is asymmetric. Most observations of AGL2688 have an estimated offset > 3 . Three of the AFGL2688 observations were also taken with shifted coordinates to the nominal RA and Dec, leading to large pointing Figure 7 . Smoothed HR SSWD4 spectra for AFGL2688, before (black) and after (green) pointing correction has been applied. Only SSWD4 is shown as this detector is more sensitive to the effects of pointing offset. After correction for pointing offset, the spread of the spectra is reduced by a factor of 10.
offsets, as high as 7.6 (see Section 2.4.1). After correcting the data for pointing offset there is a greatly reduced spread in the spectra, by a factor of 10, which is reflected in the line flux measurements for this source, as discussed in Section 4.2. The full set of smoothed HR observations for this source is shown in Fig. 7 , with and without correcting for pointing offset. The black curves lying above the green in this figure show examples of Before point-source-calibrated spectra with greater than the true flux density. This is due to a pointing offset back towards the centre of the beam, and therefore the correction lowers the flux density.
Fraction of source flux detected by off-axis detectors
Even if observing a compact or point source with the FTS, a small percentage of source flux falls on the detectors lying off the central axis. This percentage depends on the shape of the beam profile for each detector and the extent of the source. Although the point source calibration corrects for this missing fraction, the level of signal in these "off-axis" detectors is an important consideration when a background needs to be removed or when assessing whether a source is point-like. The off-axis detectors are arranged in a honeycomb pattern around the centre detectors, with two rings of detectors for SLW and three for SSW (see Fig. 1 and the SPIRE Handbook 2014), and here we determine the fraction of flux in these rings for observations where the source is positioned on the centre detectors. The primary calibrator, Uranus, was not observed on the second ring of SLW or the third ring of SSW, thus these detectors have no reliable point source calibration and are therefore not considered further in this section. The FTS beam shape was measured using Neptune (Makiwa et al. 2013 ), but these measurements did not extend sufficiently far into the wings of the beam to accurately predict the signal received by the off-axis detectors. In order to determine the extent of real signal in the off-axis detectors for the repeated calibrators, all HR observations for a given target were smoothed in frequency with a wide Gaussian kernel (21 GHz). The resulting spectra were averaged per detector ring before dividing by the spectrum from the respective centre detector. Fig. 8 presents the ratios for each detector in the SLW first ring and those in the first and second SSW rings for Uranus and NGC7027, which is a slightly extended source. This figure shows that for sources that are point-like within the FTS beam, e.g. Uranus and Neptune, the expected fraction of total flux is approximately zero in the second SSW ring of detectors (0.1%), 1.9% for the first ring of SLW and 1.4% for the first SSW ring. These ratios were also calculated for the other FTS repeated calibrators, and averaged in frequency (by taking the median), and are shown in Fig. 9 . The ratios for Uranus and Neptune show the expected results for a point-like source, where around 2% of the source flux lies in the SLW first ring and around 1% in the SSW first ring, with similar results for AFGL2688 and CRL618, confirming their compact nature at the SPIRE frequencies. Partially extended sources (e.g. NGC6302 and NGC7027) show higher fractions in the detector rings, as do sources embedded in an extended background (e.g. AFLG4106), but in the latter case there is a similar flux fraction found in both SSW rings, and the difference between the values for these two rings is around that expected for a point-like source.
The fraction of source signal in the off-axis detectors is an important consideration if using them to subtract an extended background, because some real signal will be removed (for instance, the fraction of flux given in Fig. 9 ). This issue is discussed further in Section 3.3.
Background subtraction
Subtracting a background from the centre detectors of a point source observation may be necessary to correct the . Fraction of flux seen by the first SLW (SLW-R1) and the first and second SSW detector rings (SSW-R1 and SSW-R2) with respect to the centre, and averaged in frequency. For easy comparison, the horizontal lines show the results for Uranus and Neptune and correspond in colour to the symbols. AFGL2688, CRL618, CW Leo, VY CMa, and several asteroids can be assessed as near point-like for the FTS. AFGL4106 is considered point-like, but embedded in a significant extended background, and so these fractions are not reliable. NGC6302 and NGC7027 are partially extended, and show significantly greater fractions of flux in the detector rings compared to point-like sources. Figure 10 . An example HR observation of AFGL4106 before and after subtracting the extended background using the average large-scale shape of the off-axis detectors. The corrected spectra (red) show a good join between the bands and improved continuum shape.
continuum shape. The importance of such a subtraction increases for fainter sources, but tends not to have a significant impact for sources with continua of a few Jy or greater.
An extended background can have a pronounced effect on the point-source-calibrated spectra for all strength of sources, as seen for AFGL4106. A background signal tends to be more problematic for the SLW detectors, due to a greater beam size compared to SSW. Figures 2 and 3 include two of the FTS line sources (NGC6302 and AFGL4106) that exhibit a significant step between the SLW and SSW spectra. For NGC6302 this discontinuity is due to a semi-extended morphology, but for AFGL4106, which is compact within the FTS beam, the cause is an extended background. To remove the extended background from the AFGL4106 data, an off-axis subtraction was performed. For each observation, the first ring of SLW and the second rings of SSW detectors were smoothed with a Gaussian kernel, of 21 GHz width, and examined to check for outliers. Once outliers were discarded, SLW and SSW averages of the remaining smoothed detectors were subtracted from the respective centre detectors, thus removing the large-scale shape due to the background. An example of an AFGL4106 observation before and after background subtraction is shown in Fig. 10 , where the corrected spectra illustrate the typical improvement seen for all AFGL4106 observations, i.e. an improved spectral shape for SLW and a reduced step between the bands. All asteroid observations were background subtracted using the off-axis detectors, due to high backgrounds. No background subtraction was applied to the other FTS calibrators, to avoid subtracting real signal (as discussed in Section 3.2).
LINE SOURCE REPEATABILITY
This section explores line fitting of FTS data and assesses repeatability using the four main FTS line sources (AFGL2688, AFGL4106, CRL618 and NGC7027). The effects of pointing offset, line asymmetry and the consistency of calibration between the SLW and SSW bands are considered. The strongest lines in the spectra are due to 12 CO rotational transitions from J=4-3 to J=8-7 for SLW and J=9-8 to J=13-12 for SSW (see Table C1 ). These lines were used to assess the line flux and position repeatability throughout the mission.
Line fitting
The natural instrument line shape is well described by a cardinal sine (ie. a sinc) profile (Spencer et al. 2010; Naylor et al. 2010 Naylor et al. , 2014 , therefore a sinc function, with parameters p, is generally used for fitting lines in FTS data and is given by
where
p0 is the amplitude in Jy, p1 is the line position in GHz, and p2 is the sinc width in GHz, which is defined as the distance between the peak and first zero crossing. The uncertainty introduced by assuming the spectral line shape is approximated by a sinc is discussed further in Section 4.4. If lines are partially resolved a more appropriate function is a sinc convolved with a Gaussian and if standard apodized FTS data are being fitted then a Gaussian profile is a good approximation (see Section 4.5). FTS data with strong spectral features tend to be crowded, and the natural sinc spectral line shape leads to high levels of blending, due to overlapping wings. For this reason, the best approach in fitting an FTS spectrum is to include a sinc function for each line and fit them simultaneously. A simultaneous fit is also advisable for gaining the most accurate match to the continuum, and therefore a polynomial (or modified black body profile) should be included, rather than fitting to a spectrum that has already been baseline subtracted. The fitting method used for all line sources was based on the SPIRE Spectrometer line fitting script available in HIPE . The basic approach is to simultaneously fit a low order polynomial (here an order of 3 was used) and a sinc profile for each line. The sinc width is fixed to the width expected for an unresolved line (at best 1.18448 GHz, but set using the actual resolution of the respective spectrum).
The fitting algorithm applied uses Levenberg Marquardt minimisation, which is sensitive to the initial parameter guess, and this sensitivity increases with the number of free parameters included. It is therefore essential when fitting a significant number of spectral lines to provide a reasonably close initial guess (particularly for line position), or the fit may converge to an incorrect local minimum. To assist in creating line lists, with optimising the input fitting parameter values in mind, HR observations were coadded for each source, to improve signal-to-noise. The standard pipeline (Fulton et al. in preparation) corrects the frequency scale of FTS data to the LSR frame. The corrected data are interpolated back onto the original frequency grid, which makes co-adding of different observations of the same source trivial. Before co-adding, an initial fit to strong lines and the continuum was performed per observation, and the fitted continuum was then subtracted from each spectrum. The resulting baseline subtracted spectra were then combined by taking a simple mean. The co-added data were (2006) used to improve the initial guess positions of faint features during the fitting of individual observations. Co-adding the observations of AFGL4106 highlights the need for removing the extended background before line fitting. Fig. 11 shows the co-added spectrum for AFGL4106, with and without the background subtracted from the individual spectra, using the off-axis detectors (see Section 3.3). The difference between the two results illustrates the worse fit of a polynomial to FTS data when there is high systematic noise present in the continuum.
To construct the line lists, firstly the 12 CO lines within the FTS frequency bands were included for all sources, then other obvious lines added on a per source basis, e.g., 13 CO and HNC for AFGL2688. The co-added data were then fitted using these lists of high signal-to-noise lines, and the combined fit subtracted. Fainter features visually detectable in the residuals were then added to the lists. While the line profile is well represented by a sinc function the slight asymmetry present (see Section 4.4) does impact the residual after subtracting strong lines, so it is important not to identify this residual as faint lines. Using the co-added data at this stage significantly cuts down on fitting time and fitting failures compared to using individual observations of lower signal-to-noise. Fitting was repeated with the appended line lists, with limits of ±2.0 GHz applied to prevent large inaccuracies in the fitted line positions. Faint line positions were then adjusted, or unstable lines removed, and the fit repeated until all lines gave a stable fitted position, i.e. close to the input without limits. Finally, the line fitting was run for each observation. Fig. 13 shows an example of the fitting process for NGC7027. For each of the line sources, tables summarising the main species fitted, in addition to the 12 CO lines, are provided in Appendix C. Note that unidentified features are not included in these tables.
The intrinsic radial velocity of each source was estimated with respect to the LSR. For the 12 CO lines present above 600 GHz, the velocity was estimated from the average between the inputted source velocity and that calculated from the fitted results, and adjusted until refitting gave a difference of approximately zero. The average 12 CO velocities are shown in Fig. 12 and the final source velocities used are given in Table 3 , in comparison to previous published values.
Figures A1-A4, which can be found in Appendix 9, show the lines fitted and example residuals obtained on subtraction of the combined fit for each of the four main line sources. All residuals are over an order of magnitude lower Figure 11 . Co-added AFGL4106 spectra for the centre detectors, with (red) and without (black) correcting the wide-scale spectral shape with a subtraction of the off-axis detectors (see Section 3.3). The two results are artificially offset for easy comparison. After removing the extended background, there is an improvement in the polynomial fit to the individual spectra and thus the removal of the continuum, giving a flatter baseline subtracted co-added spectrum. than the data, except towards the high frequency end of SSWD4 for CRL618, which is due to these lines becoming partially resolved (see Section 2.4.2). There is a contribution to the residuals for all sources from the asymmetry of the natural line shape, compared to a pure sinc function. This asymmetry is considered in more detail in Section 4.4. One other notable feature is the fringing at the high frequency end of the SLW spectrum for AFGL4106. From HIPE version 12.1 the FTS frequency bands were widened to make all useable data available. However, these additional data tend to be significantly more noisy. AFGL4106 is the faintest of the four sources and although the wide-scale features due to the extended background is corrected for (see Section 3.3), the fringing introduced is not. The 13 CO(9-8) line lying in this region requires special attention to improve the consistency of line measurements, which is addressed in Section 4.3.1. Figure 13 . Example of the fitted continuum polynomial and line sinc profiles to the SSWC3 spectrum of an observation of NGC7027 during the fitting iteration process detailed in the main text, which is compared to the data and residual on subtraction of the fit.
Line measurements
The two main quantities that were obtained from fitting spectral lines are the integrated line flux (I) and the line centre position. For point-source-calibrated FTS data, I can be calculated in W m −2 from the fitted sinc function parameters by integrating Equation 1 over frequency as
The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was also estimated per line, using the fitted amplitude and the local standard deviation of the residual, obtained after subtracting the combined fit. The sinc fit also provides the line centre position, which can be expressed as a radial velocity in the LSR frame, relative to the measured laboratory rest frame line position in km s −1 . Line identifications were checked against Wesson et al. (2010) , with the rest frame line positions taken from the Cologne Database for Molecular Spectroscopy (Müller et al. 2001) . The main species fitted to each source are given in Appendix C.
The line fitting was carried out for the data before and after correcting for pointing offset, which is described in Section 3.1.2.
Line flux
The average integrated 12 CO line flux, taken over all observations per source, are plotted in Fig. 14 . No evidence for intrinsic variability of the measured 12 CO flux is seen for any of the sources. NGC7027 is corrected for its slight extent of 15 at the same time as correcting for pointing offset, which leads to a large increase in the the SSW line flux. For the other sources, the pointing corrected data show a slight increase in the average flux for SSW, improving their consistency with the respective SLW values. The increase in SSW line flux is significant for AFGL2688, which exhibits the greatest sensitivity to pointing offsets. The SNR of the fitted 12 CO lines is generally above 100 in SSW and above 50 for SLW (>600 GHz), apart from AFGL4106, which has SNRs ∼40 (as shown by Fig. 17 ). The measured spread in line flux over the repeated observations is small, indicated by the error bars in Fig. 14 that represent the minimum and maximum values in the distribution. No trend in line flux is seen with OD for any of the lines, showing that the spectral line calibration of the instrument was highly consistent throughout the mission.
The standard deviation in line flux, over the repeated observations, is plotted as a fraction of the average values in Fig. 15 . This figure shows that for pointing corrected data, the spectral line repeatability was better than 1-2% for the sources observed with high SNR. For the uncorrected data, the repeatability decreases to between 3-12% for SSW. As mentioned in Section 3.1.2, three of the observations of AFGL2688 were observed with different coordinates. If these known outliers are omitted, the uncorrected repeatability is less than 6%, which is the case for all four sources. This value is within the expected 1 σ drop in flux (of ∼10% ), due to the Herschel telescope APE.
The source with the highest fitted 12 CO SNRs, and the greatest number of repeated observations, is NGC7027. The spread in line flux in the pointing corrected data are ∼1% for SSW (and 1-2% for SLW). However, the SNR of these lines is ∼250, indicating that there are systematic effects which limit the repeatability on top of the random spectral noise. These systematic effects are probably related to uncertainties in the determination of the pointing correction rather than due to a limit in the stability of the instrument itself. At the highest frequencies, a small change in pointing can affect the scaling of the spectrum on the level of 1%. The spread in line flux significantly increases for the two lowest frequency lines in the SLW band, due to these being the weakest lines, i.e. those with the lowest SNRs, and therefore the repeatability is dominated by random spectral noise and residual from the instrument emission.
In summary, for normal science observations, where it is not possible to know the pointing to a higher accuracy than the Herschel telescope APE, the repeatability should be taken from the uncorrected data above -i.e. better than 6%. This value was already presented in Swinyard et al. (2014) , and has not changed from HIPE versions 11 to 13. For observations where pointing offsets are known and corrected, the instrument is capable of much better repeatability, on the order of 1-2%.
Line position
After omitting noisy and blended lines, the distribution of the fitted line centres was reported in Swinyard et al. (2014) as a systematic offset compared to literature values of < 5 km s −1 , with a spread of < 7 km s −1 . Here we update those results and present them in more detail.
The mean line centres for each source are determined from 12 CO lines above 600 GHz and given in Table 3 . NGC7027 has the greatest number of observations and highest SNR, and shows a good agreement to within 1 km s −1 of the literature value. The other sources show agreement with the literature values of between 2-4 km s −1 . The spectral resolution of the instrument is 230-800 km s −1 and so these values correspond to less than 0.5-2% of a resolution element.
The standard deviation in line velocity measurements over the repeated observations are plotted in Fig. 16 for each source, and show that the repeatability of 12 CO line centres is better than 7 km s −1 , whether the data are cor- The spread in the measured line flux is presented in Fig. 15 . The 12 CO transitions included are given in Table C1 .
rected for pointing offset or not. For individual lines, the measured line centre should depend on the SNR of the line being fitted, with the SNR of the measured lines shown in Fig. 17 . With SNR values of this order, an estimate of the accuracy expected on fitted the line centres can be obtained from the line width divided by the SNR, assuming that the instrumental line shape is well known (e.g. Davis et al. 2001 ).
The measured velocity spread is slightly higher than the expected accuracy by a few km s −1 . This discrepancy may be related to the asymmetry in the line shape (Section 4.4), which increases the uncertainty when the centres are determined using a sinc fit. The most accurate values are for SSW, whereas the velocity spread rapidly increases for SLW below 600 GHz, where the SNR falls off.
Overall, the results show that the frequency scale is extremely accurate, with systematic difference from literature line centres of <5 km s −1 (0.5-2% of a resolution element), and a spread in fitted line centres between observations roughly as expected from the SNR of the measured lines. For lines with a SNR of ∼40 and above, a good approximation to quote for the repeatability of line centres is that it is better than 7 km s −1 (see table 4 ). The repeatability of measured line centres for other detectors across the array has been investigated by Benielli et al. (2014) , who showed that the spread in measured line centres increases for detectors away from the optical axis, as expected from theory (Davis et al. 2001 ).
SLW/SSW overlap
There is an overlap in frequency between the SLW and SSW detectors, which increased with the introduction of wider bands from HIPE version 12.1, and ranges from 994 GHz to 1018 GHz. The fitting results for the four main FTS line (2014) . Comparing all observations regardless of pointing offset ("All") with the same observations after pointing correction ("All pointing corrected"), shows a dramatic improvement in the SSW results for AFGL2688 and a good improvement for the other three sources. If the two 12 CO lines below 600 GHz are discounted, due to significantly lower SNR (as shown in Fig. 17) , the results for the non-pointing corrected data, with outliers removed is within 6% and for pointing corrected data, within 3%. These percentages are indicated by the horizontal dashed lines. The 12 CO transitions included are given in Table C1 . Figure 16 . The spread in 12 CO line velocity for the four main FTS line sources. If the two 12 CO lines below 600 GHz are discounted, due low SNR (as shown in Fig. 17) , the spread in line velocity is < 7km s −1 regardless of omitting outliers ("No outliers"), using all data ("All"), or using all data after pointing correction ("All pointing corrected"). The 12 CO transitions included are given in Table C1 .
sources were used to investigate the consistency of FTS calibration in this overlap region.
There are six lines fitted in total within the overlap region, but no 12 CO lines present and only HCN(11-10) in AFGL2688 and CRL618, and 13 CO(9-8) in AFGL2688 could be considered strong, i.e. with a SNR > 10, with the other three having SNR ∼ 5. Fig. 18 shows the fitted lines that Figure 17 . The average 12 CO SNR ratio for each of the four main FTS line sources. The SNR ratio roughly drops with decreasing frequency for SLW, and is relatively weak below 600 GHz. AFGL4106 shows relatively lower SNR across both frequency bands. If known outliers are included (i.e. "All" and "All pointing corrected") the SNR is lower in SSW for AFGL2688. This is because fringing is increased for observations suffering a significant pointing offset and the correction is applied at the point-sourcecalibrated stage. As the SSW flux density is scaled up by the correction, so too is the noise. The 12 CO transitions included are given in Table C1 . fall within the overlap region, for each of the four sources under consideration. There are only small SLWC3/SSWD4 differences in fitted position (<<1%). Comparing line flux ratios in Fig. 19 , shows the higher signal-to-noise lines are within a couple of percent between the two bands, and all except the 13 CO(9-8) line in AFGL4106 are within ±5%. Fitting to the line in AFGL4106 is hampered by the high fringing at the end of the SLW band, which gives a poor SLW measurement. Despite the lines available being faint and few, and the relatively higher noise in the overlap region, the results show good consistency between the SLW and SSW calibration.
Re-fitting AFGL4106
The removal of an extended background from the AFGL4106 point-source-calibrated spectra was detailed in Section 3.3, but this method of subtraction, using the wide-scale shape of the off-axis detectors, does not address the fringing introduced when the extended background emission is calibrated as a point source. There is pronounced fringing at the high frequency end of SLW, as shown in Section 4.3, which leads to a poor fit of the 13 CO (9-8) line located in the overlap region. The line is at 991 GHz, which lies in the extended frequency band introduced with HIPE 12.1. To see if the line flux measurement could be improved, the line was refitted in the co-added SLWC3 spectrum and resulting line flux compared to the average fit results for SSWD4.
The co-added data are already baseline subtracted, so the line list for AFGL4106 was fitted without a polynomial. All but the 13 CO (9-8) lines were subtracted using the best fit sinc profiles. A segment of the residual spectrum (965-1025 GHz) was then fitted with a seventh order polynomial and one sinc profile. The fitted result is shown in Fig. 20 and the resulting ratio of the line flux for the two bands is plotted as a star in Fig. 19 . The SLWC3 line flux increases from (1.9 ± 0.7) × 10 −17 to (2.6 ± 0.3) × 10 −17 Wm −1 , which is consistent with the average SSWD4 result of (2.8 ± 0.8) × 10 −17 Wm −1 . 
Line shape
In order to assess the difference between the measured line shape and a standard sinc function, and the uncertainty introduced when fitting lines, the set of 31 NGC7027 observations was used to build an empirical line shape. The 12 CO lines in the NGC7027 spectra are ideal for this task, due to high SNR and a shape that is less affected by blending compared to the other sources.
Before building the empirical line profile, the NGC7027 data were "cleaned" of all but the 12 CO lines. Line fitting was carried out as detailed in Section 4.1, with a sinc profile fitted to each line and a polynomial for the continuum. For each spectrum the combined fit, not including the 12 CO line profiles, was subtracted to "clean" the data of low signal-tonoise lines and the continuum. The "cleaned" SSWD4 spectra were cropped around each 12 CO line, and these segments re-centred and normalised to a peak of unity before taking the mean. Only lines observed with SSWD4 are used as they have higher SNR and are more consistent than the lines in SLWC3, as shown by Figures 21 and 22. Fig. 23 shows the final empirical line profile fitted with a sinc function to illustrate the FTS line shape asymmetry, which is strongest on the first negative side lobe of the high frequency side.
When fitting the empirical line profile with a sinc, the width was left as a free parameter to check for any deviation from the expected width. All of the NGC7027 observations used for the line profile were made using the highest resolution (1.18448 GHz), i.e. with a consistent resolution across the set. The intrinsic width of the lines is on the order of 30 km s −1 (Herpin et al. 2002) and so is insignificant compared to the spectral resolution of the instrument. The result of fitting a sinc function to the empirical line shape shows less than 1% difference at the peak, and less than 0.5% difference in the width from that expected for the instrument resolution. The curves plotted in Fig. 23 were integrated and compared to the line flux from the fitted sinc function. The ratio of the sinc area to the empirical line shape area shows a 2.6% shortfall.
The asymmetry seen in the FTS line shape is most probably caused by a systematic residual phase shift in the interferogram. Information at the highest spectral resolution, such as line features, is encapsulated in the interferogram at high OPDs. However, the phase correction performed by the pipeline is determined only by examining the symmetrical part of the interferogram around zero path difference (Fulton et al. in preparation) . Any residual phase at high path difference, such as that due to small misalignments with respect to the optical axis inside the instrument, could cause systematic phase asymmetry. To test this theory we have generated a sinc profile with an imposed phase error versus OPD, as shown in the top panel of Fig. 24 . Here the phase is flat over the "corrected" section at the centre of the OPD and deviates at the longest part with an arbitrary slope and magnitude. The resulting distorted model sinc profile is shown compared to the averaged line profile in the bottom panel of Fig. 24 . The slope and magnitude of the residual phase error have been adjusted here to achieve the best fit to the data and we can see that the first order explanation is correct, giving a reasonable fit to the asymmetric part of the profile. Comparing Fig. 24 and Fig. 23 indicates that although this adjustment improves the fit to the asymmetry, there is some additional discrepancy for the fit to the peak. In future versions of the pipeline we plan to build tools to allow detailed examination of the line profile using this method. Meanwhile, these simulations show that there is no loss of flux due to the phase shift, but rather a redistribution of flux in the asymmetric line. Therefore, the 2.6% difference calculated above by fitting a pure sinc function to the empirical line shape can be taken as an estimate of the systematic errors when measuring line flux with sinc fitting.
Fitting apodized data
For data that have been apodized by the standard apodization function (the adjusted Norton-Beer 1.5 Naylor & Tahic 2007), the line shape is well represented by a Gaussian profile. Such apodized data have effectively been "smoothed", which reduces the sinc wings, but degrades the spectral resolution by a factor of 1.5. The asymmetry seen for standard data, when compared to a sinc function, is also present in apodized data, but is stronger in the lower frequency Gaussian wing. Two different methods were used to assess the difference between line flux obtained from the standard data fitted with a sinc function, compared to that found when fitting a Gaussian profile to apodized data. NGC7027 observations were used for this comparison, after point source calibration. The observations of NGC7027 were fitted as previ- Figure 25 . Fitted 12 CO line flux ratios for apodized to standard data. The horizontal dashed red lines indicate the mean ratio for each source. The points to the left of the vertical black lines are not included in the mean ratio. NGC7027 shows the 5% excess for Gaussian fitted apodized data, compared to sinc fitted standard data. AFGL4106 and AFGL2688 are consistent with this result. CRL618 shows an increase in the difference, however this also corresponds with the 12 CO lines becoming increasingly more resolved with frequency. The 12 CO transitions included are given in Table C1. ously detailed, i.e., for the standard data, all major lines and the continuum were fitted simultaneously with sinc functions and a polynomial. The fitting process was then repeated for the apodized data, but using a Gaussian function and only fitting to the 12 CO lines. Taking the ratio of line flux obtained from the fitted sinc parameters to the equivalent line flux calculated from the Gaussian parameters shows an over estimate of 5% for the apodized data. The empirical line profile was also used to assess this difference. The frequency range of the empirical line shape was extended using a fitted sinc profile, assuming any difference between the pure sinc shape and the true line shape is much less than the uncertainty on the data beyond the first few side lobes. The extended line profile was then apodized, following the steps in the standard pipeline: apply a Fourier transform; apply the standard adjusted Norton-Beer apodization function to the resulting interferogram; apply the reverse Fourier transform; and trim to the standard frequency band edges. The resulting apodized empirical line profile was fitted with a Gaussian profile, and the fit, empirical line profile and residual are plotted in Fig. 23 . When comparing line flux obtained from the fitted Gaussian to that with the sinc profile fitted to the line shape before apodizing, and accounting for the estimated shortfall of 2.6%, the line flux is found to be 4.9% too great, which agrees with the results from looking at the individual observations of NGC7027. The apodized comparison to standard processing was extended to the other main line sources (AFGL2688, AFGL4106 and CRL618), but the level of blending in these sources leads to a higher scatter in the results, due to the spreading of line flux by apodization. Fig. 25 presents the resulting ratios for all four sources, which gives 6%, 10%, 7% and 5% for AFGL4106, CRL618, AFGL2688 and NGC7027, respectively.
CONTINUUM REPEATABILITY
Section 4 details the repeatability of line features in SPIRE FTS spectra. However, the continuum level can also be investigated to estimate the overall photometric stability across the band. In this section, the continuum level from the four main repeated calibrators is examined. It is important to check for intrinsic source variability, as although there was none found for the 12 CO line measurements in Section 4.1, this may not hold true for continuum emission.
The repeatability of continuum measurements was checked for the four main line sources in comparison to CW Leo, which is a source with significant intrinsic variability (e.g. Becklin et al. 1969; Groenewegen et al. 2012; Cernicharo et al. 2014) . For each HR observation the line fitting process, detailed in Section 4.1, was used to simultaneously fit sinc functions to the lines and a polynomial to the continuum. Examples of the resulting continua fits can be seen in Fig. 6 , in Section 3.1.2. Fig. 26 compares the continuum level, calculated as the mean over 900-1000 GHz for SLW and 1450-1550 GHz for SSW.
As discussed in Section 3.1.2, the effect of pointing offsets manifests more strongly in the SSW spectra, due to the relatively smaller beam size compared to SLW, and an extended background affects SLW more highly for the same reason (e.g. as for AFGL4106). On the other hand, a source with significant intrinsic variability should show a similar time trend in continuum level for both detector arrays, which can be seen for CW Leo in Fig. 26 . This Figure shows that there is no significant trend with time for any of the four main line sources, but that there is a larger scatter for SSW. This difference indicates that pointing stability is a more significant source of uncertainty on the continuum than intrinsic variability for these sources, which appears negligible. There is a high scatter for AFGL4106 in SLW, due to the extended background.
The spread of continua, as a percentage of the mean level is shown to the bottom right of Fig. 7 , and ranges from 5% to 15% for data not corrected for pointing offset, with mean values for the four main line sources of 4.4% for SLW and 13.6% for SSW. After correcting for pointing offset, these values fall to less than 2%, however the relative method used to correct the data does inherently correct for intrinsic variability, by assuming the single reference observation for a particular source should match all other observations for that source, regardless of any brightness variation. The spread in continuum levels found are consistent with those for the associated line measurements, which are discussed in Section 4.
PLANET AND ASTEROID MODEL COMPARISON
Planets
Both Uranus and Neptune were regularly observed with the FTS over the whole Herschel mission, and both can be considered point sources within the FTS beam . As mentioned in Section 2 and detailed in Swinyard et al. (2014) , the primary FTS point-source flux calibrator is Uranus. The ESA-4 model of Uranus 1 (Orton et al. 2014 ) is used to derive the point-source conversion factor as the ratio of model to observation, after the data have been corrected for pointing offset. The ESA-4 model for Neptune 1 (Moreno 1998 ) is also available and is derived independently from the model for Uranus, so an assessment of the repeatability and accuracy of the point-source calibration can be made by comparing data with model predictions for these two planets.
Ratios of data to the respective model were taken for all HR and LR Uranus and Neptune observations. For each ratio a restricted frequency range was used, due to higher noise at the band edges, particularly below 600 GHz in SLW. The ranges used were 600-900 GHz for SLW and 1100-1500 GHz for SSW. To provide a single value per observation, the median ratio was taken across the frequency range, and the standard error on the mean taken as a 1 σ uncertainty. Fig. 27 shows the resulting ratios with and without correcting the data for pointing offset.
Before correcting for pointing offset, the average HR ratio for Uranus shows an offset from 1.0 of 1% and 3% for SLW and SSW, with uncertainties of 2% and 5%, respectively (see Table 5 ). After correcting for pointing offset, the SLW ratios are approximately unchanged, as expected, whereas HR SSW ratios improve to a mean ratio of 1.0, with <1% spread. These results are consistent with the spectral line flux repeatability presented in Section 4.2. For Neptune the offset from a ratio of 1.0 is 2% regardless of correcting the data for pointing offset, however the associated spread for SSW improves from 2% to 1% after correction. Before pointing offset is corrected, the average LR Uranus ratio is 0.99±0.02 for SLW and 0.96±0.05 for SSW. After correction, the uncertainty of these ratios improve to 1% for SSW, with a mean ratio of 1.0. For Neptune the average LR ratios are 1.02±0.01 for SLW and 1.00±0.02 for SSW. After correcting the LR data for pointing offset, the ratios show a more consistent 2% shift from 1.0, with the associated SSW scatter reduced to 0.01. The systematic shift in the ratios of 2%, when comparing to the Neptune model, is consistent with the findings of Swinyard et al. (2014) . There is more consistency between the "before" and "after" observations and between the two bands for both sets of ratios, compared to those presented in Swinyard et al. (2014) , which is due to improvements in the pointing offset correction folded into the point-source calibration.
Asteroids
Repeated FTS observations of a number of asteroids were compared to the models of Müller & Lagerros (2002) and Müller et al. (2013) . All observations were background subtracted using the off-axis detectors, as detailed in section 3.3. The ratio of data to model was taken following the same method described in Section 6.1, and the results are presented in Fig. 28 and Table 5 . The average ratio for each asteroid tends to sit above 1.0, by up to 22% (i.e. the model falls short of the data), except for Hebe and Juno, which show worse results, but are both faint and have the fewest number of observations available for HR and LR. For the HR ratios, those sources with more recently updated models (Ceres, Pallas and Vesta; Müller et al. 2013) give an average ratio of 1.06±0.07 for SLW and 1.04±0.05 for SSW, for data not corrected for pointing offset. The average ratio for SLW is unchanged after correcting for pointing offset, but for SSW, although the spread in ratios decreases to 2%, the average ratio increases to 1.09. The pointing corrected result shows there is a consistent offset between the data and the models of ∼6-9%, which is higher than the associated model uncertainties of 5% quoted by Müller et al. (2013) , who explain that such a discrepancy may be due to Herschel visibility constraints limiting the phase angles tested, or the accuracy with which the asteroid's shapes could be characterised.
COMPARISON WITH THE SPIRE PHOTOMETER MEASUREMENTS
The primary photometer calibrator is Neptune (see Bendo et al. 2013) , therefore an independent check of FTS calibration can be made with the SPIRE photometer. Two comparisons are made in this section. Firstly, for several of the FTS line sources, synthetic photometry, carried out by integrating the FTS spectra over the SPIRE photometer wavebands, is compared to the average photometry taken from corresponding photometer maps. Secondly, the asteroid ratios discussed in Section 6.2 are compared to the equivalent ratios taken for the SPIRE photometer, and presented in Lim et al. (in preparation) .
For the most accurate photometry of point-like sources Figure 27 . Model to data ratios for Uranus and Neptune. There is very low scatter after correcting for pointing offset ("corrected"), although the ratios for Neptune show a systematic offset from 1.0 of 2%.
with flux density > 20 mJy, Pearson et al. (2014) recommends the Timeline Fitter (Bendo et al. 2013) , which is available as a task in HIPE. The task fits a 2D Gaussian to all photometer bolometer timeline readouts, which are near to the source. For each photometer observation included in the comparison, the data were downloaded from the Herschel Science Archive. All data were reduced using version 11 of the SPIRE pipeline, using the spire cal 11 0 calibration. The timeline fitter task (sourceExtractorTimeline) was run for each of the SPIRE photometer short, medium and long wavebands (250 µm PSW, 350 µm PMW and 500 µm PLW), using the default settings, except for useBackInFit and allowVaryBackground, which were set to True, with an rBack of 300 and 301, for the inner and outer background radius. The Timeline Fitter does not perform a source extraction, so the nominal Spectrometer RA and . 'corr' indicates the ratios for data corrected for pointing offset. Ceres, Pallas and Vesta have ratios consistently nearest to 1.0 due to their more recent models of Müller et al. (2013) . The average ratios for these three asteroids after correcting for pointing offset are 1.06±0.07 for SLW and 1.09±0.02 for SSW. Note that due to a higher scatter in the ratio values, the y-scaling is wider for these plots than the planet equivalent ratio plots in Fig. 27 .
Dec were used as the coordinate input. The average photometry was taken for each source, and for each band, and the associated uncertainties added in quadrature. Photometer observations of line sources and stars that are used in this paper are summarised in Table D1 . To generate synthetic FTS photometry over a SPIRE photometer waveband, a point-source-calibrated spectrum was weighted by the relevant photometer RSRF, including the aperture efficiency, and the result integrated. The method followed is detailed in the SPIRE Handbook (2014). Taking synthetic photometry for PMW is complicated by a small fraction of the PMW RSRF extending into the SSW frequency range. An SLW spectrum and an SSW spectrum can be joined to ensure the use of the full RSRF range, which increases the synthetic PMW photometry by approximately 2% compared to only using the SLW spectrum. This fraction of the photometry from the SSW band for PMW was estimated using all the synthetic photometry for point-like sources and comparing with and without SSWD4 included, see Fig. 29 . As already noted, FTS data can often exhibit an offset between the signals in the overlap region of the SLW and SSW bands. This gap can arise due to an imperfect telescope subtraction, a significant background or a semi-extended source. In addition, there is also an increase in noise at the edge of the bands, so the small percentage of the synthetic photometry obtained from SSWD4 is not generally significant when compared to the uncertainty as- Table 5 . Model to data ratios for Uranus, Neptune, and the asteroids. Each ratio is the median for all HR or LR observations and presented as ratio±1 σ. The number of observations included in the average ratio is given in brackets in the "Name(#)" column.
HR
Without pointing corr.
With pointing corr.
Uranus (21) 0.99±0.02 0.97±0.05 0.99±0.02 1.00±0.00 Neptune(21) 1.02±0.01 1.02±0.02 1.02±0.01 1.02±0.01
Ceres (13) 1.06±0.04 1.05±0.05 1.05±0.04 1.10±0.02 Hebe (3) 0.92±0.21 0.99±0.07 --Hygiea (8) 1.22±0.11 1.07±0.06 1.23±0.11 1.21±0.02 Juno (3) 1.38±0.11 0.99±0.10 --Pallas (8) 1.11±0.02 1.03±0.06 1.10±0.02 1.07±0.01 Vesta (13) 1.07±0.08 1.03±0.04 1.06±0.08 1.09±0.02
LR
Without pointing corr. With pointing corr.
Uranus (9) 0.99±0.02 0.96±0.05 0.99±0.02 1.00±0.01 Neptune (7) 1.02±0.01 1.00±0.02 1.02±0.01 1.03±0.01
Ceres (7) 1.04±0.02 1.05±0.03 1.03±0.02 1.10±0.01 Hebe (2) 0.72±0.00 0.96±0.00 --Hygiea (5) 1.10±0.11 1.03±0.07 1.10±0.11 1.17±0.02 Juno (2) 1.05±0.07 1.03±0. sociated with this fraction. The data corrected for pointing offset was used for the comparison with the photometer. Using Fig. 9 , CRL618 and AFGL2688 were chosen as the most point-like sources that also have reasonable FTS OD coverage. Both FTS bands were used to derive the synthetic PMW photometry for AFGL2688, as there is no significant step between the bands. The CRL618 PMW synthetic photometry was increased by 2% to correct for the missing fraction due to the overlap of photometer RSRF into the spectrometer SSW band. The synthetic photometry was converted to the photometer pipeline convention of a monochromatic flux density for a source with a spectrum Sν ∼ ν −1 . The necessary conversion factors (K4P) of 1.0102 (PSW), 1.0095 (PMW) and 1.0056 (PLW) were taken from the SPIRE Handbook (2014). The ratios of FTS synthetic photometry (per observation) to average photometer photometry are shown in Fig. 30 . Overall the PSW ratios are closest to 1, with an increasing systematic offset seen with increasing wavelength (decreasing frequency). The mean ratios are 1.03±0.01 for PSW, 1.04±0.02 for PMW and 1.05±0.04 for PLW. Fig. 27 indicates a systematic offset for FTS data when compared to the model of Neptune of 2%, which when coupled with Fig. 9 (indicating a slight extent of CRL618 and AFGL2688), explains the difference between the photometer and spectrometer photometry, as even a small de- Figure 29 . Synthetic FTS photometry ratios for the photometer PMW band, comparing results using SLW only with those using SLW and SSW joined together using the mean of the two spectra to replace the overlap region (Synth PMW stitched). Filled circles show the ratios for data corrected for pointing offset and open circles for uncorrected ratios. NGC7027 is partially extended and AFGL4106 is embedded in a background, so excluding these, it can be seen that approximately 2% of the synthetic PMW photometry is generated by the region lying within SSW. Figure 30 . Synthetic FTS photometry compared to photometer photometry. The calibration sources included were chosen with reference to Fig. 8 (to identify the most point-like), and restricted to those with available photometer maps and good FTS OD coverage. The PSW points (250 µm blue) show the least scatter of 1% and have an average ratio of 1.03. The average ratio for PMW is 1.04±0.02. PLW (500 µm red) has the highest offset of 5% and an associated scatter of 4%.
parture from point-like can lead to flux being missed by the the Timeline fitter.
The second comparison with the photometer involves the asteroid and Neptune ratios from Lim et al. (in preparation) , which are used in Section 6. Although there is a systematic uncertainty of 6-9% between the asteroid models and FTS data, a comparison with the photometer is still an interesting exercise to look for consistency over a wide OD range. As already discussed, Neptune is the primary photometer calibrator, and therefore should provide consistent data to model ratios. Fig. 31 shows the ratio comparison for Neptune, Ceres, Pallas and Vesta. All sets of ratios are consistent between the photometer and spectrometer, but do show the 2% systematic shift that was found in Section 6.1 Figure 31 . Data to model ratios for Neptune, Ceres, Pallas and Vesta. Photometer ratios for PLW, PMW and PSW are represented by diamonds and the spectrometer SLW and SSW ratios by circles. The FTS data are corrected for pointing offset. Taking into consideration the 2% difference already found for FTS data, compared to the Neptune model, there is good consistency between the instruments over the whole OD range. Note the y-scale for Neptune is not the same as for the asteroids.
and attributed to the use of different primary calibratorsUranus for the FTS and Neptune for the photometer.
DARK SKY OBSERVATIONS
The Herschel telescope operated at a temperature of 87-90 K, so its emission dominates nearly all nominal mode FTS observations and requires precise removal during data processing. Observations of dark sky provide a measure of the telescope emission, and are therefore crucial for monitoring FTS calibration accuracy 2 . Two significant changes were made in the approach and scheduling of repeated dark sky observations during the mission. From OD 1079 (27th April 2012) onwards, when the switch away from CR mode occurred, separate HR and LR darks were regularly taken. From OD 466 (23rd August 2010), a long dark sky observation, at least as long as the longest science observation that day, was taken on each pair of FTS ODs. The primary reason for dedicating a relatively large amount of observing time to dark sky was for the subtraction from science observations, taken the same day (or under similar observing conditions). However, improvements in calibration and understanding of the telescope model mean that a daily dark subtraction is no longer necessary for the majority of observations. The substantial set of dark sky observations available allow an in-depth assessment of overall FTS performance and is used for several key purposesfor deriving the instrument and telescope RSRFs (see Fulton et al. 2014) ; for deriving a correction to the telescope model (see Hopwood et al. 2014) ; to assess FTS sensitivity (see Section 8.3); to estimate the error on the continuum offset (see Section 8.2); and for several other one-off or repeated diagnostic tests, some of which are discussed in this paper.
How dark is the dark sky?
With an extensive set of dark sky observations available, the "darkness" of the nominated SPIRE dark field can be assessed via stacking. All HR dark sky (point-sourcecalibrated) spectra, with more than five repetitions, were stacked to form spectral cubes. The resulting cubes were then checked for detections.
Although all centred on the same sky coordinates, the set of dark sky observations used were taken at different times over the course of several years, and so their FTS footprints see different rotations (see Fig. 6 , bottom left). Therefore, in order to stack these observations, they were treated as independent measurements at different sky positions, and averaged onto a regular grid using the Naïve projection algorithm provided in HIPE. Both an SLW and an SSW spectral cube were generated, equivalent to those obtained from SPIRE FTS mapping observations (Fulton et al. in preparation) .
Two versions of cubes were made, one where the large scale shape was removed (i.e. background subtracted) and a second set without this subtraction. The former was checked for spectral line detections at the positions of peaks seen in a stacked PSW map of photometer dark sky, and the latter checked for any clear continua. No significant lines or continua were found. The stacking of the dark sky will be presented in more detail in a separate publication.
Uncertainty on the continuum
Dark sky observations provide a means to estimate the uncertainty expected on continuum measurements (the continuum offset), which arises from imperfect subtraction of the telescope contribution and, for the lower frequency end of SLW, the instrument contribution. These contributions are fully extended in the FTS beam, and therefore any residual leads to large-scale systematic noise in the continuum of point-source-calibrated spectra.
To assess the uncertainty associated with this residual for both extended and point-source-calibrated spectra, unaveraged HR dark sky observations, with more than 20 repetitions, were used. After excluding extreme outliers, all scans (9724) were smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of FWHM of 21 GHz, which removes small-scale noise to provide the wide-scale shape. For each frequency bin, the standard deviation was taken across all smoothed scans, to give the 1 σ continuum offset, which is an additive uncertainty. Swinyard et al. (2014) present the continuum offset for the centre detectors, using data reduced with HIPE 11. Here we update that result for the wider FTS bands (released with HIPE version 12.1) and improved non-linearity correction introduced in HIPE 13, and present median values for all detectors. Fig. 32 shows the point source and extendedcalibrated results for the centre detectors, for Before and After the BSM correction on OD 1011. For SSWD4 there is at most a 0.05 Jy higher uncertainty for Before data, which is partially due to fewer dark sky observations with > 50 scans available for the estimate, with all HR observations suffering a higher scatter up to the first 20 scans, and due to an improved instrument stability after ∼OD 500. The SLWC3 offset for Before data is reduced with HIPE 13, due to an improved non-linearity correction, which better calibrates observations taken at the beginning of each pair of FTS ODs. The non-linearity correction for SSWD4 is not significantly changed. The offset is higher at the ends of each frequency band, and the strong influence of the instrument residual can be seen in the lower half of SLWC3 for both calibrations. For point-source-calibrated data, the average uncertainty on the continuum is 0.40 Jy for SLWC3 and 0.28 Jy for SSWD4.
Considering the continuum offset reduction for the centre detectors, since HIPE version 7, there was an average 45% reduction seen for HIPE 9, due to the introduction of a telescope model correction (see Hopwood et al. 2014 , for details on the derivation of this correction). Updates to this correction, along with improvements to the RSRFs and point source calibration, have seen this reduction improve to ∼60% for SLW and ∼50% for SSW, for HIPE 10, with a further reduction of up to 72% and 62% for SLW and SSW in HIPE 13. This comparison was assessed using a subset of Before dark sky, so the same set of observations could be used for each version considered.
The average HIPE 13 continuum offset for all detectors, calculated using the full set of dark sky, are presented in Table 6. The median offsets for all detectors show a similar reduction over evolving versions of HIPE. Except for SSWE2, there is good consistency for offset levels across all detectors, with some scatter for the vignetted SLW detectors. SSWE2 is sensitive to clipping (Fulton et al. in preparation) , which causes the higher continuum offset for this detector.
Sensitivity
Spectra of dark sky are also used to assess FTS sensitivity for extended and point-source-calibrated data, where the sensitivity is defined as the expected 1 σ noise in a 1 hour observation. The "error" column provided in averaged FTS data products is the standard error on the mean of the unaveraged scans and is, therefore, assessing the random noise contribution. Except for some very faint sources, the "error" does not generally provide a realistic estimate of the total spectral noise. Therefore, to provide a more representative sensitivity, with respect to science observations, HR spectra of Uranus and Ceres were included with the dark sky observations used. For each observation the 1 σ noise is measured directly from the spectrum, using a sliding frequency bin of 50 GHz. For each frequency sample, a polynomial is fitted over the bin width and subtracted before the standard deviation is taken of the residual within the bin. The bin width is tapered towards the end of the bands. The sensitivity is the median noise, per frequency sample, for all 95 observations included. Fig. 33 shows the results for HIPE 13 point-sourcecalibrated and extended-calibrated data, for the centre detectors. There is good consistency between the Before and After epochs. The average point-source-calibrated sensitivity is 0.20 Jy [1 σ; 1 hour] for SLWC3 and 0.21 Jy [1 σ; 1 hour] for SSWD4.
The improvement in calibration since HIPE version 7 can be expressed as a percentage improvement in sensitivity. There are two significant improvements that can be noted. Firstly, for HIPE 8, a mean telescope RSRF was introduced, constructed from multiple observations rather than a single dark sky, and the sensitivity improved for all frequencies by ∼15%, with respect to HIPE 7. Secondly, another improvement was made, across both bands, when the method to derive the RSRFs was revised (see Fulton et al. 2014 , for more details), and translates to an enhancement of nearly 40% from HIPE version 11, compared to 7. Although improvements in calibration were seen for all observations, the greatest impact was on those observations that experienced the highest systematic noise. This comparison was assessed using a subset of Before dark sky, so the same set of observations could be used for each version considered.
The average HIPE 13 sensitivities for all detectors, calculated using the full set of dark sky observations, are presented in Table 6 . These values shows a good consistency across all detectors, except for SSWB4, which is a significant outlier for both calibrations, suggesting an issue with the detector itself. A closer look shows a significant worsening of the noise for this detector after OD 710, indicative of a sudden event degrading the performance of the detector on this date.
SUMMARY
An extensive analysis of the FTS systematic programme of calibration observations has been used to assess the performance of the instrument over the entire Herschel mission. The main results are summarised as follows. • The impact of the BSM offset for the first half of the mission is only on sparse observations. An increase in the continuum spread for the repeated calibrators of 2.4% was found in comparison to data observed after the BSM was set back to the rest position.
• The fraction of flux detected by off-axis detectors, for a point source, is 1.9% for the first ring of SLW, 1.4% for the first SSW ring and 0.1% for the second SSW ring. Therefore, for a point source embedded in an extended background the benefits of subtracting this signal should be considered in context of the overall uncertainty.
• 12 CO line measurements for the four main FTS line sources show a line flux repeatability of < 2% for well pointed data and < 6% otherwise. The spread in line velocity was not found to be significantly affected by pointing offset and is < 7 km s −1 .
• The SLW and SSW calibration is consistent over the overlap region, with uncertainties of < 5%.
• Despite relatively high noise and fringing at the end of the extended band regions, with individual attention, lines can be reliably extracted from this region.
• The instrument line shape has been measured using unc 2013 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1-41 
1606 -resolved lines, and an empirical profile constructed. The line shape shows a slight asymmetry with respect to a theoretical sinc function.
• Fitting a sinc to the empirical line profile gives less than a 1% difference between the peak values and less than 0.5% difference in the fitted width to that expected for the optimal resolution. There is a 2.6% systematic shortfall in the fitted integrated line flux, due to the asymmetry.
• Fitting the apodized line profile with a Gaussian gives a 5% systematic excess compared to the equivalent sinc fit to the line profile before apodisation.
• For the sources considered when assessing continuum repeatability, there is no significant sign of intrinsic variability, except for CWLeo. The repeatability on the continuum is 4.4% for SLW and 13.6% for SSW, although this falls to less than 2% for data corrected for pointing offset. The continuum repeatability results are inline with those found for spectral lines.
• The FTS observations of Uranus and Neptune were compared to their models. For Uranus an average ratio of 0.99 was found for SLW, with a spread of 2%, regardless of correction for pointing offset. For SSW the average ratio improves from 0.97±0.05 to 1.00±0.00 after pointing offset is corrected for. The average ratios with the Neptune model show a consistent 2% systematic offset from a ratio of 1.0 for both SLW and SSW, before and after correction for pointing offset, with a spread of 1%. This discrepancy is due to the use of different primary calibrators for the photometer and spectrometer.
• After correcting for pointing offset, the comparison of Ceres, Pallas and Vesta with the respective models shows an average systematic offset and scatter of 1.04±0.05 for SLW and 1.09±0.02 for SSW.
• A comparison of FTS synthetic photometry to SPIRE photometer photometry gives average ratios of 1.03±0.01 for PSW, 1.04±0.02 for PMW and 1.05±0.04 for PLW. The discrepancy between the two sets of photometry is due to the use of a different primary calibrator (Uranus for the FTS and Neptune for the photometer) and a systematic difference between the respective models, and the slight extent of the two sources used for the comparison.
• FTS and photometer model ratios for Neptune, Ceres, Vesta and Pallas show consistency over the mission, but with the expected 2% systematic offset introduced by the use of different primary calibrators.
• Stacking all FTS HR observations of the SPIRE dark field shows no significant continuum or line detection, i.e. the SPIRE dark field is dark.
• Dark sky data were used to assess the uncertainty on the continuum and the sensitivity. For point-source-calibrated data, the average uncertainty on the continuum is 0.40 Jy in SLWC3 and 0.28 Jy in SSWD4. The average point-sourcecalibrated sensitivity is 0.20 Jy [1 σ; 1 hour] for SLWC3 and 0.21 Jy [1 σ; 1 hour] for SLWD4. The continuum offset and sensitivity are both consistent across the detector arrays.
• There is no significant difference in sensitivity for the Before and After epochs. Compared to After, the Before continuum offset is slightly higher for SLWC3 and slightly lower for SSWD4.
In conclusion, the existing set of SPIRE FTS calibration observations are sufficient to show the instrument performed with excellent stability throughout the Herschel mission. The results presented are consistent across both FTS detector arrays, with sensitivity levels that out perform early predictions, as provided by HSpot. There is also good consistency for observations taken 'Before' and 'After' the correction to the BSM position for sparse observations, and in the overlap region between the long and short wavelength detector bands. One future update that may improve the accuracy of the FTS further is to understand and correct the slight asymmetry in the instrument line shape, which is work in progress for the final pipeline release.
APPENDIX A: LINE FITTING PLOTS
Figures to illustrate the spectral lines fitted to the four main line sources AFGL2688, AFGL4106, CRL618 and NGC7027. For each of Figures A1-A4 , the first and third panels from the top, show the co-added spectra and the second and fourth panels from the top show the residual on subtraction of the combined fit, where the un-subtracted data is shown in yellow. The top two panels show the results for SLWC3 and the bottom two show those for SSWD4. Red lines indicate the input line positions and the green dashed lines show the mean fitted positions for all observations. Tables B1-B4. Tables B5-B8 present the remaining line sources, apart from those with few observations, which are grouped together in Table B9 . The observations of Uranus are in Table B10 and those of Neptune are in Table B11 . Mars and Saturn are presented in Tables B12 and B13 . Observations of the asteroids are in Tables B14-B20 . Table B1 . AFGL2688 observations taken after OD 189. Bias mode and spatial sampling are indicated above each table section. Number of repetitions are provided in the "Reps" column and the commanded resolution is given in the "Res" column. Pointing offset is given in the final column (P off ). Number of repetitions are provided in the "Reps" column and the commanded resolution is given in the "Res" column. Pointing offset is given in the final column (P off ). Two pointing offsets are given for the special calibration observation, which is comprised of two pointings -one with the BSM set at zero-zero and one with it is set to the Before offset position.
AFGL2688
AFGL4106
OD dd-mm-yy Reps Obsid Res P off [ ] Table B4 . NGC7027 observations taken after OD 189. Bias mode and spatial sampling are indicated above each table section. Number of repetitions are provided in the "Reps" column and the commanded resolution is given in the "Res" column. Pointing offset is given in the final column (P off ).
NGC7027
OD dd-mm-yy Reps Obsid Res P off [ ] Table B7 . CW Leo observations taken after OD 189. Bias mode and spatial sampling are indicated above each table section. Number of repetitions are provided in the "Reps" column and the commanded resolution is given in the "Res" column. No pointing offset is given, due to CW Leo's intrinsic variability, which precludes the v14 relative method. CW Leo is also known as IRC+10216, with FIR/submm domain variability (Cernicharo et al. 2014) . Table B10 . Uranus observations taken after OD 189. Bias mode and spatial sampling are indicated above each table section. Number of repetitions are provided in the "Reps" column and the commanded resolution is given in the "Res" column. Pointing offset is given in the final column (P off ), which has an associated 0.3 uncertainty. Two offsets are given for the special calibration observation, which comprises of two pointings. Pointing offset are given for sparse mode, except the the MR observations. Table B11 . Neptune observations taken after OD 189. Bias mode and spatial sampling are indicated above each table section. Number of repetitions are provided in the "Reps" column and the commanded resolution is given in the "Res" column. Pointing offset is given in the final column (P off ), which has an associated 0.3 uncertainty. Two pointing offsets are given for the special calibration observation, which is comprised of two pointings -one with the BSM set at zero-zero and one with it is set to the Before offset position. Pointing offset are given for sparse mode, except for off-axis detector observations. Table B14 . Ceres observations taken after OD 189. Bias mode and spatial sampling are indicated above each table section. Number of repetitions are provided in the "Reps" column and the commanded resolution is given in the "Res" column. Pointing offset is given in the final column (P off ). 
CERES
APPENDIX C: LINES FITTED TO THE FTS LINE SOURCES
Tables of the line catalogues fitted to the main four FTS line sources, AFGL2688, AFGL4106, CRL618 and NGC7027. The 12 CO lines within the FTS frequency bands, which were included in the fit for each source, are given in Table C1 . The additional main species included for each source are provided in Tables C2-C5 . Unidentified lines are not included in these catalogues. Table C4 . Lines fitted to CRL618 in addition to the 12 CO lines 
